The German Red Cross donor service

The GRC has a donor service for dealing with the many questions that can arise when it comes to the subject of donations. The donor service provides you with detailed information about the use of your donations, tips on how to make secure donations and an insight into our control systems. Take a look at our almanac! In addition, you can of course contact us at any time, if you have queries.

The best way to donate

Like many other relief organisations, the GRC asks for donations for those in need. For many years now the independent “German Central Institute for Social Issues” (DZI) has been giving advice and recommendations on how donors can sensibly use their money. read more
Transparency

The GRC raises funds for disaster relief operations and its international development work abroad, and for securing its key tasks in the German sections. Every year the German Central Institute for Social Issues awards the GRC with its seal-of-approval to certify that GRC activities are compliant with the voluntary rules of charitable fund-raising organisations.

read more